We are developing a real-time Japanese sign language recognition system that employs abstract hand motions based on three elements familiar to sign language: hand motion, position, and pose. This study considers the method of hand pose recognition using depth images obtained from the Kinect v2 sensor. We apply the contour-based method proposed by Keogh to hand pose recognition. This method recognizes a contour by means of discriminators generated from contours. We conducted experiments on recognizing 23 hand poses from 400 Japanese sign language words.
Introduction
In Japan, Japanese sign language is usually used among hearing impaired people to communicate. In addition, these people often communicate with others through a third person who understands both oral and sign language. The alternative is to use a computer that acts as an interpreter. However, no practical sign language recognition system exists, even one that recognizes isolated words. The difficulties lie in the nature of visual language and its complex structure. Compared with speech recognition, sign language recognition incorporates various visual components, such as hand motions, hand poses and facial expressions. In addition, no established study exists on representing the structure of Japanese sign language in a similar manner to that of spoken language. Therefore, few attempts recognize sign language by units such as hand motions and hand poses [1, 2] .
Our study develops with real-time recognition of sign language words. In Japanese sign language, a sentence consists of several words and non-manual signals such as facial expressions. To recognize words is a first step and essential to recognize sentences. The number of Japanese sign language words is said to be 3,000 or more. Recognition by discriminators that are independent of every word has proven ineffective. To produce a practical system, analysis and reconstruction of sign language words are critical. We want to emphasize that database of sign language words is required when we analyze such words. However, no established database currently exists for sign language recognition. Therefore, we employ a database from a computerized sign language word dictionary instead.
Our system is based on three elements of sign language: hand motion, position, and pose. This study considers the method of hand pose recognition for our system. Speeding up hand pose recognition is difficult, because of the number and variety of hand poses caused by rotations, altering the angle from the sensor, and diversities in bone structures. This study considers a hand pose recognition using depth images obtained from a single depth sensor. We apply the contour-based method proposed by Keogh [3] to hand pose recognition. This method recognizes a contour by means of discriminators learned from contours. We conducted experiments to recognize 23 hand poses from 400 Japanese sign language words. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the entire system. We use Kinect v2 sensor [4] to obtain data from sign motions produced by an actual person. First, data obtained from the sensor is segmented into sign language words. Second, the three aforementioned elements are recognized individually. Finally, the recognition result is determined by the weighted sum of each score. The recognition process of the hand pose and other two components employs depth data of the hand region and coordinates of joints, respectively. This study partially considers the method of hand pose recognition and does not discuss other processes on the flowchart.
System overview
To utilize the structure in sign language recognition requires an expert knowledge of sign language. We apply a database from the computerized sign language word dictionary produced by Kimura [5] to sign language recognition. Our hand pose recognition is based on the classification of hand types employed in this dictionary. Table 1 shows a portion of the database in the dictionary. This database includes approximately 2,600 Japanese sign language words. Each word is represented by specific sign language types in Table 2 and other elements are indicated in Figure 2 . For example, the word "red" which belongs to the type 1 in Table 2 is expressed by the dominant hand and the other hand is not used.
Method of hand pose recognition
Some methods of hand pose estimation classify depth pixels into parts to obtain joint coordinates [6, 7] . However, these methods present difficulties when the palm does not face the camera and some fingers are invisible. We use the contourbased method proposed by Keogh [3] . Contour-based methods work efficiently when recognition objects have distinct shapes. This method treats a contour that encircles an area as a recognition object and uses discriminators called wedges generated from contours. This method is described below.
Feature extraction
Shapes can be converted to distance vectors to form onedimensional series. Figure 3 shows the procedure for extracting a distance vector from a hand image. First, the center point of the hand region is determined by distance transform. Distance transform labels each pixel whose value is "1" with the distance to the nearest pixel whose value is "0" in a binary image. The center point is a pixel that has a maximal value after distance transform. Next, each distance from the center point to every pixel on the contour is calculated. The distance vector represents a series of these distances.
Calculation of distance
A distance D between two distance vectors P = {p0, p1, ..., pn} and Q = {q0, q1, ..., qn} is calculated according to the followings.
If the length of two distance vectors is different, dynamic time warping (DTW) should be used to adjust for size variations. However, we do not use DTW to avoid excessive computation time. Instead, we unify their length by resizing them in advance. We can compare contours by calculating their distances or using discriminators generated from contours. These discriminators are called wedges. Wedges have maximal and minimal values at each point. If a contour is located inside a front back up side down wedge, the distance is 0. The distance D between a wedge W (U = {u0, u1, ..., un} is its top L = {l0, l1, ..., ln} is its bottom) and a contour P = {p0, p1, ..., pn} is calculated based on the following equation. For example, the sum of broken lines in Figure 4 is a distance between W and P .
Producing wedges
Wedges are produced according to the following procedures.
1. Extract features from hand images.
2. Calculate distances of all contours.
3. Unify two contours in ascending order of distances. The maximal and minimal values of merged contours become a wedge.
4. Repeat process 3. until the number of wedges decreases to a definite number. When Figure 5 shows an example of producing wedges. A wide wedge produced by contours that are diverse does not function as a discriminator. We prepare various wedges for recognizing each hand type in order to consider the details of contours.
Speeding up calculation
When we consider a rotation invariant matching of two distance vectors, the calculation must be repeated many times with shifting one of the distance vectors. We can speed up this computation by aborting when the current sum of squared differences exceeds a threshold. In addition, although existing research does not attempt this, we try to speed up the calculation by means of the followings.
• The length of the distance vectors is unified and shortened, and the accuracy does not diminish.
• When the number of wedges per hand type is greater than one, recognition that uses one-by-one wedge is performed prior to help targeting candidates.
Experiments

Datasets
We conducted experiments on recognizing 23 hand poses in 400 Japanese sign language words in the national sign language test grade 5. To recognize these 400 words requires to distinguish 23 hand poses in Table 3 defined by hand types and palm directions. Some words have the same hand poses but different position and motion. Our system distinguish each word after recognizing 3 components and unifying recognition results. Because hand shapes transform with motions, each hand type remains independent even if the palm direction is different. However, some exceptions exist to distinguish sign language words that have the same motion, position, and hand type, but have a different palm direction. For example, Groups 3 and 4 in Table 3 should be distinguished even though the hand type is the same.
To simplify the collection of data in our experiments, we used depth images of stationary hands instead of those obtained during natural sign motions. Table 4 shows the experimental conditions. We conducted four experiments examining the robustness of the recognition method about the variety of hand shapes and the computation time. The objectives of the experiments are described as follows.
Experiment 1 Recognize 100 hand images by wedges pro-
duced from the same 100 images per hand type, palm direction, and tester (close-dataset, close-tester).
Experiment 2
Recognize 50 hand images by wedges produced from the other 50 hand images per hand type, palm direc- 
Experiment 4
Examine the relationship between the computation time required to recognize a hand image and the average recognition rate from Experiment 2. We attempted to speed up the calculation by the methods in Section 3.4. The threshold value when the calculation was aborted was determined by the preliminary experiment. The length of distance vectors was 30 in this experiment. Each recognition was aided to target candidates as many as five hand pose groups by the recognition that uses one-by-one wedge performed prior. Figure 6 shows the average recognition rates for Experiment 1 and 2. The accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of wedges. This can be accomplished because of the variety of hand shapes caused by posing of hand and by altering the angle from the camera. Experiment 1 was conducted with close-dataset. This experiment is just for sanity check and its condition is impossible in real-life. The result was sufficient for our system. Erroneous recognition in Experiment 1 was primarily caused by misidentifying hand pose Groups 4 and 5. These two groups have a common point that includes a hand pose whose palm direction is down. When we obtain data from a single depth camera, capturing the characteristics of hand shapes when the palm does not face the camera is difficult. Group 6 had the lowest recognition rate among the hand pose group (when the length of the distance vector is 180, the number of wedges was 10 per hand type and palm direction, and the group's recognition rate was 80%). This is because the group was misrecognized as Group 0. These two groups have similar shapes. In addition, the recognition rates of Group 2, 13, 15, 20, and 22 were high under all conditions because other groups do not possess similar shapes.
Results
Experiment 1, 2
Experiment 2 was conducted with open-dataset and closetester. The result showed a similar trend to that of Experiment 1 concerning the causes of erroneous recognition. Because no hand shapes from the learning data are included in the evaluation data, the recognition rate was lower than that of Experiment 1. However, no significant difference in recognition rate of Experiment 1 and 2 appeared when the number of wedges is one per hand type and palm direction. Therefore, if the wedges are generated from samples of a certain number, applying unknown data from the same person is possible. The recognition rate from Experiment 2 is expected to approach that of Experiment 1 by increasing the amount of learning data.
Experiments were conducted after changing the length of distance vectors. Although shortening the distance vectors reduces the calculations, the accuracy is expected to fall because of the loss of detailed features. However, no significant differences between the experiments appeared when the length of the distance vectors is 30 and 180. Therefore, if small sized hand images are used or the contours are rough because of noises, a robust recognition can be accomplished.
The maximal number of wedges was between 20 and 25 in Experiment 1 and between 8 and 13 in Experiment 2. The number fluctuated with the complexity of the hand types.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was tester-independent setup. Figure 7 shows the results of Experiment 3. The recognition rates shown are the results when the length of distance vectors is 30. If we change the length to 180, recognition rates do not change significantly. We specified causes of erroneous recognition when the number of wedges is 30 per hand type and palm direction. The results The low recognition rate is due to individual differences in hand shapes caused by differences in bone structure and posing of hand shown in Figure 8 . Wedges produced from the hand images of various people include other hand types. This caused misrecognitions.
Per person details show that the recognition rate was lowest when the system attempted to recognize hand poses of tester A, whose hand size was the smallest. When the number of wedges increases, the recognition rate of tester B, whose hand size is between that of A and C is higher than that of other testers.
Although we normalized the scale of distance vectors according to each hand size, hand pose recognition by contours possesses other difficulties when the bone structures are considered. The accuracy diminishes when the system recognizes hand images of a person whose bone structure is dissimilar to any learning data. When we want to recognize hand poses of an unknown person, wedges generated from people who have similar bone structure should be used. Therefore, additional hand images that reveal various characteristics in bone structures should be collected.
Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was for checking the computation time. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the computation time required to recognize a hand image and the average recognition rate in Experiment 2. The speed-up process did not affect the recognition rate. When the person is known, 88 ms (corresponding to 11 fps) was required to recognize a hand image with 70 % accuracy. Recognizing all hand images obtained from the sensor with a frame rate of 30 fps is impossible. However, the number of frames required to specify a hand pose is limited because the hand pose does not change at every frame. We can recognize in real-time selected hand images by means of comparison method employing a small calculation such as image moment [8] . This experiment has been implemented in a single-thread. The processing speed can be improved by utilizing a high-speed technique such as multi-threading.
Conclusion
We are developing a real-time Japanese sign language recognition system based on three elements of sign language: motion, position, and pose. This study examined hand pose recognition by means of contour-based method proposed by Keogh using depth images obtained from a single depth sensor.
We conducted experiments on recognizing 23 hand poses from 400 Japanese sign language words. Under the condition of close-tester, the recognition rate was approximately 90 % for close-dataset, 70 % for open-dataset. In addition, we conducted an experiment to recognize the hand poses of an unknown person by means of discriminators learned from hand poses of other people. The recognition rate dropped considerably because diversities in bone structure of each person's hand generated loose discriminators that are unable to consider the details of contours. We also evaluated the computation time. Regarding close-tester and open-dataset, 88 ms (corresponding to 11 fps) was required to recognize a hand image with 70 % accuracy.
When we recognize the hand poses of an unknown person, discriminators generated from people who have similar bone structure should be used. Future research in this area requires that hand images of various people be collected and applied for the purpose of recognizing unknown persons.
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